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Meeting Agenda

Topic

Presenter

Time

Reflection

Alex Aliberto

5 mins

Overview of Program and Partnership

Alex Aliberto

5 mins

Overview of Battelle Reprocessing

Jon Cartlidge

20 mins

Collection & Shipping Process

Jake Lyonfields and Alex Aliberto

20 mins

Questions and Answers

Alex Aliberto

10 mins

Appendix with Covid-19 Resources
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PPE Supplies
1. First Option
• New PPE
• Continue to follow
“Extend and Reuse
Guidelines”

2. Second Option
• Reprocessing:

3. Last Resort
• Ultraviolet (UV)

• Ethylene oxide (EtO),
Hydrogen Peroxide (VHP)
Not an option

Source: Supply Chain

Source: Battelle, Steris, ASP,
and Medline

No FDA/EUA approval
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Reprocessing N-95’s
Battelle: FDA Approved
Overview:
• CommonSpirit Health has a fully executed agreement (do not sign local contracts)
• Helps address current U.S. PPE shortage with N-95’s for acute and non-acute

•
•

Reprocessing N-95’s with Vaporous Hydrogen Peroxide (VHP)
This is a system solution with Bulk Decontamination

• Battelle can reprocess Non-Cellulose N-95’s
– 80k masks a day per unit, 20 reuses without degrading filter (marked with indelible ink)
– 2-7 days turn around time
– No Purchase Order required
No cost:
• Until FEMA funding is exhausted (we have pricing if funding runs out)
• Cardinal & FedEx is their preferred logistics partner.
• Cardinal will provide boxes/bags to most customers.
• UPS (CA) is another option for mail program. There is a cost for bag & boxes.
• FedEx (non-CA sites). There is a cost for bag & boxes.

Our mission and purpose
• Nonprofit, charitable trust
formed in 1925

• Our mission: To translate
scientific discovery and
technology advances
into societal benefits

Gordon Battelle, Founder
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A company like no other…
Battelle is the world’s largest, independent, not-for-profit
research and development organization
Vision:
Delivering remarkable, impactful science, technology and engineering
outcomes while solving our nation’s most difficult challenges
Mission:
To translate scientific discovery and technology into societal benefits
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Contract Research Business Units

NATIONAL
SECURITY

HEALTH

ENVIRONMENT &
INFRASTRUCTURE

Battelle’s contract research organization provides
excellence across broad technical areas.
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Battelle CCDS™ - The Mission to Help
• 2016 FDA study: Proves Vapor Phase Hydrogen
Peroxide (VPHP) process to decontaminate N95
respirators is effective in the event of a pandemic
• FDA Report on Decontamination and Reuse of
N95 Respirators
• January 2020: Battelle scientists begin research
on the novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2)

• March 6-22: Battelle builds the first CCDS system,
tests validity, proves capacity effectiveness on
thousands of N95 per cycle
• Critical Care Decontamination System Tech
Summary
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Testing Run Cycles

© 2020 Battelle Memorial Institute

Zero Cost and Scaling Up Across the U.S.
• March 29: Awarded FDA EUA to
decontaminate N95 respirators up
to 20 times for each mask and
deployment across the U.S.
• April 9: Federal Government
contract awarded
• Zero cost to healthcare
providers

Tacoma, WA

• Rapid scale and deployment of
60 CCDS systems to regions
across the U.S.
Long Island, NY
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CCDS: Fast Facts
• The Battelle Critical Care Decontamination System™ is a self-contained, mobile
decontamination system that uses vapor phase hydrogen peroxide (VPHP) to
decontaminate N95 respirator masks
• The Battelle CCDS™ decontamination cycle successfully generates a microcondensation through the dwell phase and provide > 6-log reduction as indicated by
collocated chemical indicator.
• Battelle CCDS™ renders SARS-CoV-2 non-infectious on N95 respirators and enables
up to 20 reuses without degrading filter performance to help address the current U.S.
PPE shortage
• Battelle CCDS™ is effective against both viral and bacterial agents. Battelle tested
VPHP decontamination efficacy against SARS-CoV-2 in our Bio Safety Level 3 (BSL 3)
laboratories.
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CCDS: Safety and Efficacy FAQs
Q: Did Battelle test the impact of the CCDS method on N95s that have
been used by a nurse for a full shift or even multiple shifts?
A: Yes. Battelle is currently working with Massachusetts General Hospital in
Boston, MA to test the impact of CCDS method on N95s that had been used by
nurses for a full shift and multiple shifts. Nurses use the N95s, send it to our
Boston CCDS location for decontamination and then to our CCDS research
team to evaluate. To date (through 3 cycles) there is no reduction in filter
efficiency or head strap performance.
Q: Is there sufficient off-gas time?
A: Yes. Our process uses strict monitoring guidelines to ensure FFR’s have
been allowed sufficient time to off-gas post decontamination. We measure and
ensure the levels present post decontamination are below the OSHA
permissible exposure limit (PEL) of 1 ppm.
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CCDS: Safety and Efficacy FAQs
Q: Is there FDA oversight on how the Battelle process is used?
A: Yes. Oversight from the FDA is an integral part of retaining the
emergency use authorization. Health care workers can and do submit
questions and concerns through a portal at FDA and Battelle must formally
respond to these. There are also contractual requirements governing how
the Battelle process is used, with a large oversight aspect.

Q: Is there real-world data being collected for this process?
A: Yes. To date, Battelle has decontaminated hundreds of thousands of
N95s, with multiple N95s coming back after multiple uses. Some health care
providers have asked Battelle to test samples after repeated usage, with
results shared with the providers.
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Frontline Healthcare Personnel
“Having access to appropriate PPE consistently is a huge relief,” Bhullar says. “I have a
six-year-old and a nine-month old at home. Knowing that I have access to the tools I need
to stay safe for myself, for my patients, and for my family—I’m certainly very grateful for
all of that.”
Dr. Simi Bhullar | Riverside Methodist Hospital, Ohio
“It’s actually better for me than taking a brand new one out of the box because I’ve already
molded it to my face. It’s like it was custom-made for me. I feel confident using it,” said
Mattola-Kiatos. “I wear glasses, and for me this is my biggest test. If my glasses fog up,
that means I’m not wearing the mask correctly. I put it right on my face, and I knew it fit.”
Melissa Mattola-Kiatos | Nurse at Massachusetts General Hospital
“For our employees to come to work knowing that they have the PPE they need, that
they’ll continue to have the PPE that they need, they know that we’re looking out for their
best interests and protecting them so they can take the best care of patients, it allows
them to be solely focused on our mission.”
Jeff Fishel | Delaware County EMS Director
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Battelle CCDS Process
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1

Patent Pending

Rollout Plan &
PPE Collection
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Rollout Plan
Acute Care Phase I-III
• Supply
5/11-5/18
• Launches 5/18-5/31
Non-Acute
• Supply
5/18-5/25
• Launches 5/25- 6/8
Cardinal Collection Kits/Supply
• Each kit contains
• 10 Boxes/20 Biohazard bags (3mil)
• 10 Biohazard Labels & COC forms
• Facility will need to fill out and
attach Chain of Custody Form
Set Up
Leadership, EVS & Supply Chain to communicate;
• Facility to determine where collection box
should be placed.
• Recommendation; box should be placed in
prominent areas of use
• Order boxes/bags as needed
Need a 3 digit code? Contact Alex Aliberto

Division/Facility
1. PNW
2. Texas
3. Southwest
4. Sacramento
5. Northern California
6. Arizona

Phase
Phase I
Phase I
Phase I
Phase I
Phase I
Phase I

Timeline
5/4/2020
5/18/2020
5/18/2020
5/18/2020
5/18/2020
5/18/2020

7. Central California
8. Central Coast
9. Kentucky
10. Iowa

Phase II
Phase II
Phase II
Phase II

5/18/2020
5/18/2020
5/25/2020
5/25/2020

11. Nebraska
12. Arkansas
13. Tennessee
14. Fargo
15. Ohio
16. DHMF (Clinics)
17. CHI Living Comm.
18. CSH at Home

Phase III
Phase III
Phase III
Phase III
Phase III
Phase III
Phase III
Phase III

5/25/2020
TBD/Cardinal Assessment
TBD/Cardinal Assessment

5/18/2020
5/25/2020
5/18/2020
6/1/2020
6/1/2020
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PPE Labelling
Mandatory: 3-Digit Site Code
• Your 3-digit site code is hospital site specific and assigned by Battelle
• 3 digit code will be provided to SSRM Division Implementation Leader
• Write 3 digit code on mask @beginning of shift (Black Permanent Marker)
• 3-digit site code must be written on every N95 respirator and the
outside of each shipping box
• Each healthcare system receives their own decontaminated N95 back.
• Mask comes back in bulk, not sterile wrapped
Optional: Mask provided back to individual HCW
• Facility leadership will determine to manage/own
• Add 2 Digit Code (dept.) & Initial, Birthdate, etc.
Important tip: All N95s must be labeled correctly and be free
of blood, mucus, makeup, etc.
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Instructions: Collection & Shipping Directions

To unmute *6

Collection Set Up
EVS:
Set up Collection Box with two bags (3mil) and items below
•
1. Write 3-digit site code on box
•
2. Place Chain of custody form in under bags (in the box)
•
3. Place one ‘biohazard’ label on bag per OSHA (Medline bags have this label printed)
Shipping (Courier and Mail)

1. Cardinal and Medline biohazard bags are 3 mil gauge

1. Wrap bags1 twist and tie the bag using a single “goose neck” knot.
2. Close the top of the box and use shipping grade tape to seal the top of box.
3. Wipe outside with approved disinfectant per UN3373 Biosubstance Category B
EVS:
4. Place the box on the cart for secure transport.
5. Transport box to dock and secure for shipping. The box must be secured at all times.
EVS:
6. Place new box, 2 liners with biohazard label, 3 digit code & chain of custody in box.
Operations
EVS:

•
•
•
•

Sign Form:
Courier:
No Courier:
Non-Cardinal:

Biohazard
Label

Must fill out and sign Chain of Custody and place outside of box.
Cardinal will schedule pick up/drop off box
Cardinal No courier, use Cardinal prepaid shipping labels
Shipping labels can be obtained from UPS, FedEx or Battelle (self-service)

□ When facility/clinic plans to use mask, must inform Alex Aliberto <48hours prior to use

PPE when handling Canister
• Wear Standard PPE i.e. mask, gown & gloves.

3 Digit Code
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Logistics
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Logistics
Cardinal Program Eligibility
Overview:
Cardinal Sustainability is Battelle’s preferred partner with a focus on Acute Care
No cost; Cardinal will provide Boxes/Bags and shipping is paid (no cost via FEMA)
There are two (2) services; Courier or Mailback both have eligibility requirements
Facility Type

Cardinal Program

Acute Care

Courier

Acute Care and Non-Acute

Mailback

Eligibility

Weekly vol./usage >200 masks/week and
N
must have a nearby CCDS unit (w/in 2-hr radius)
Mask vol./usage >100 per week1

Non-Eligible sites will need to:
- Purchase boxes and bags
- Use UPS or FedEx (see attached documents)
- Phase III & Non-Acute sites are being assessed by Cardinal for service eligibility
1. Cardinal can re-evaluate If mask usage has a noted increase (>100/week)

Phase I-III: Non-Acute (Clinics, Home Health, etc.)
Non Acute Instructions
• Cardinal & FedEx is Battelle’s preferred shipping
partner
• <100 masks a week will need to use FedEx/UPS
• Order Collection Box and Bags (Lawson #)
• Set Up and Shipping (See Instructions)
• Write 3 digit code on box & mask
• Fill out Chain of Custody (COC) & attach to
box
• Ensure you have Return Shipping Label.
Additional decontamination units will be added in
the future for multiple states
Required Action: Order Bag and Bags
- Non-mailback sites will need to order bag/boxes
- Obtain shipping labels (FedEx or UPS)
- Need labels Email:
CCDScustomerservice@battelle.org
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Phase I-III: CA Non-Acute (Clinics, Home Health, etc.)
CA Non Acute Instructions
• Cardinal mailback determined by usage
• <100 masks/week, then Set up UPS or FedEx
• Recommended: CA sites will use UPS
• Order Collection Box and Bags (Lawson #)
• Set Up and Shipping (See Instructions)
• Write 3 digit code on box & mask
• Fill out Chain of Custody (COC) & attach to
box
• Ensure you have Return Shipping Label as
well as Ship to either Burbank or Fremont.
Additional sites will be added in the future for
California (Lincoln, Fremont, Fresno)
Required Action: Order Bag and Bags
- Non-mailback sites will need to order bag/boxes
- Obtain shipping labels (FedEx or UPS)
- Need labels Email:
CCDScustomerservice@battelle.org
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How to Order Boxes and Bags
System

Lawson Item #

Kit Contents

CHI
DH

630673
467910

6 Boxes and 12 Biohazard bags
6 Boxes and 12 Biohazard bags

Price Ea. Kit
49.20
49.20

Who needs to order Boxes/Bags?
• Most Non-Acute Facilities will need to order Box and Bags
• Clinics, Home Health, Hospice, EMS, etc.
• Facilities with <100 masks per week
• Facilities that have been identified through Cardinal as not eligible for their
program due to volume, location, etc.
Bags:
3mil bags- 58” tall x 38” wide (38” open end).
Box dimensions
25.5” tall x 18” x 14”
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Resources:
Where to find Battelle Resource Documents (EUA, FedEx instructions, etc.)
• Key Resource for Covid-19:
Go to PPE section to obtain items below:
• https://clb.catholichealth.net/cs/PS/COVID/Pages/default.aspx
• https://show.dignityhealth.org/publish/DHPatientSafety/SitePages/COVID19.aspx
Required documents to review
• Battelle EUA
• Instructions for Health Care Workers
• Instructions for Facilities
• Chain of Custody
• Flyer

Battelle FAQ:
https://www.battelle.org/inb/battelle-ccds-for-covid19-satellite-locations
Approved N95’s: https://www.battelle.org/inb/battelle-ccds-for-covid19-satellite-locations
Tech Summary: https://www.battelle.org/docs/default-source/commercial-offerings/industry-solutions/732_battelle-critical-care-decon-system_technical-summaryf.pdf
FedEx Link:
https://battelle.org/docs/default-source/hidden/fedex_howtos.pdf
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FAQs
Q: Who’s setting up the collection Boxes?
A: We ask for every facility to coordinate this with local leadership, Materials Management, and EVS.
Boxes will need to be strategically placed and be mindful to not have an abundant amount of boxes. Your
local Implementation leader will reach out to Ops & facility leaders to further support (as needed)
Q. We currently conduct in-house decontamination with Steris/ASP, do we stop doing this?
A: As there are many factors, this a facility leadership decision to consider stopping or having a hybrid.
Q: Does each site get its own N-95 respirators back? Do they need to go back to the individual user?
A: Yes. As long as the N95 respirator & external shipping box is labeled with a 3-digit site specific hospital
code that is assigned by Battelle.
A: That is at the discretion of your hospital system.
Some hospital systems are asking staff to initial their N95 masks after the 2-digit numbers they are using
(e.g. unit/floor) and are coordinating the return of personal N95s to their staff.
Q. Can we use reprocessed N-95’s masks in the OR?
A: Yes, there is no stipulation stating that reprocessed N-95’s can not be used in the OR.
Q: Can Battelle decontaminate previously reprocessed/decontaminated mask via Steris/ASP?
A: No, we do not recommend that. Only new masks or reprocessed masks that have been processed
through Battelle can be accepted.

Q: Is Battelle planning to decontaminate other types of PPE?
A: We are currently researching several other PPE items in our research chamber in Ohio (ventilator parts,
26
face shields and others).

*6 to Unmute

Questions and Discussion

Exec. Summary: Battelle Reprocessing

What is
the
program

Battelle has been given >$400+MM to provide Decontamination Services for N-95’s across the US.
Battelle is FDA approved to decontaminate through a validated Vaporous Hydrogen Peroxide.
FEMA is designing where decontamination units are being deployed across the US.




Only Non-Cellulose N-95 Masks can be collected and reprocessed.
Masks will be marked and can be reprocessed up to 20x’s
Reprocessed masks are delivered from and to the same facility.



What is
the
process

Battelle does not own logistics.
o Cardinal is the preferred acute care partner. Cardinal will provide boxes and bags.
o Some non-acute sites will not qualify for Cardinal mailback and so will use UPS or FedEx.
 Facility will need to order boxes and bags (see Supply Chain, Implementation Leader)
• These masks are to be collected in the containers/boxes
• ONLY collect product that has no visible soil, stains, and no damage such as holes, tears, or torn
ear loops. Make up and Lip stick has a primary reason of rejection.
• Products received will be decontaminated up to 20 uses & sent back approx. (3-7) days.
-This will not be a 1:1 ratio as some items will be rejected or surpass reprocessed life.
- Reprocessed masks will be marked with indelible ink

HCW to write 3 digit code
on mask.
Drop off Masks in bin

Bin to have 3 digit code
Once bin is almost filled.
Secure bags, wipe down,
& place on dock to ship.

Fill out Chain of Custody
Form
Send box out- Mail or
picked up
(Cardinal/UPS/FedEx)

Decontaminated masks are
sent back to facilities
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Physician Enterprise: N95 Reprocessing Program
What

How do I get
started?

How do I collect
masks?

Description

Submit your request to Alex Aliberto (Alexander.Aliberto@DignityHealth.org)
- You will be asked to fill out a simple form (name, address, ship to)
- Battelle will generate a unique 3 (three) digit code which is required to begin
Each office will need to:
- Order Boxes and Bags to begin collection
- Set up a FedEx account. Generate shipping & return label for your location
- Masks will need to have 3 digit code written on Mask and outside of Box
● Optional: to get mask back to same user add 2 digit code & HCW initials, etc

What else do I
need to know?

-

Order Form/Chain of Custody form in box and Attach to outside of Box
Once box is filled- follow shipping instructions and order new boxes/bags
Battelle is largest private not for profit R&D in the world
No Cost/PO, Battelle was granted >415MM from FEMA
Masks will be rejected if stained, soiled or broken.
- Most rejections are due to makeup and lipstick.

- Masks can be reprocessed up to 20x’s

